
Crozet Islands: February 9th 

 

After Marion islands, we are now near Crozet Islands! 

The French explorer Marc Joseph Marion Dufresne discovered Crozet islands. His second captain, 

Julien Crozet, was the first to walk on Possession Island on January 24th (the birthday of ‘my’ Marion 

from the bubble!) in 1772 and Crozet became French. Today, Crozet is part of the French district of 

the ‘Terres australes et antarctiques françaises’ (TAAF). 

 

 

 

Like for Marion islands, I went out of the clean lab/container in the early morning, after a night of 

sampling. We laughed during this sampling but after such a night I would have jumped directly in 

bed in normal time. However, seeing Possession Island (one of the 5th islands of Crozet) woke me up! 

This ‘island effect’ gave me a lot of energy! It was so beautiful! 

Everyone was awake and we all met outside on the decks or inside at the bridge (in the warm! not 

too crazy after all! ;) ). Below, I am with Sara who is physician and works on the currents. Despite the 

cold, we look pretty happy, right?! ;) 

 



 

We had the great surprise to be welcomed by penguins! There were many swimming around us! 

Super nice! 

 

 

A small boat was deployed from our ship in order to take Anne with us. Anne spent 15 months on 

Crozet Islands, working at the Alfred Faure scientific base. She is biologist and studied the penguins 

living close to the base (picture below). She wanted to study the physiology and the behaviours of 

the penguins with the goal of better understanding their individual performances, i.e the success of 

their reproduction. Physiology is linked to the immune system and is studied through blood 

analyses. Behaviours are studied with observations in order to understand how penguins defend 

themselves, how they clean themselves, how they give food to babies or how they take care of the 

eggs. Researchers want to understand how the reproduction works because some penguins give 

birth early while others give birth late and this would impact the survival and development of the 

babies. Researchers also want to compare the time the penguins spend in water (by using GPS), the 

distance they swim (up to 1000km in once!) or where they go to find food. All of this, is in-fine, to 

understand how penguins will adapt to climate change. How would penguins do if fishes are found 

further from the coasts? 



 

 

After studying penguins during 15 months, Anne can say that they have different personalities: some 

are calmer, some are more violent and like to fight with others ;) She enjoyed her time there: she 

met very nice people, she saw beautiful landscapes, she observed different animals (penguins, birds, 

sea seals, sea lions), she saw the stars without any light pollution, some sun- and moon-rises and 

most of all, she took care of her ‘chouchous’ the penguins! It seems that she lived a great adventure!  

 

Above, Anne is weighting a baby penguin! So cute! She is now with us, on board the Marion 

Dufresne to go back to La Réunion, where she will be able to go back home.  

 

But.. why are we, oceanographs, also interested by Crozet islands ?  

The southern ocean is characterized by high concentrations of major nutrients (such as nitrates or 

phosphates) but is also characterized by low phytoplankton development. It is therefore called a 

‘HNLC’ area, for High Nutrient – Low Chlorophyll (the chlorophyll being a pigment from 

phytoplankton). 



 

On the maps above, we can clearly see the high phosphate concentrations in the southern ocean 

associated to very low primary production (i.e., very low phytoplankton developments). Why does 

the phytoplankton not grow while the concentration of major nutrients is high enough? 

In fact, some studies have shown that phytoplankton needs other nutrients to develop: metals.  

 

On the image above, the first experiment (with the transparent container) shows that phytoplankton 

does not grow over time. The second experiment though shows a phytoplankton development (the 

green container) due to an addition of iron. 

Similarly, the lack of iron in the southern ocean limits the phytoplankton growth. However, Crozet 

islands, like other austral islands (such as Kerguelen, South Georgia islands, see the image below) are 

big sources of iron for the ocean and allows the phytoplankton growth.  



 

By sailing close to Crozet or Kerguelen islands, we can study these phenomena.  

 

Next step: Heard island! 

 


